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The last few months have been a busy end to a busy 
year for the Security Institute - which makes filling a 
magazine with exciting content a very easy job!  
 
We were pleased to return to Trade Exhibitions 
with The Security Event, Counter Terror Expo and 
International Security Expo all in September! It was 
fantastic seeing familiar faces again in person for the 
first time in almost two years, and equally fantastic to 
have some new faces introduced to the Institute. 
 
In the last two months, we have also held two of 
our premier Institute events! We held our Annual 
Conference in October, which this year focused 
on the theme of ‘Influential Security’, which again 
offered a great opportunity to catch up with members 
whilst also earning 14 CPD points for attending the 
presentations delivered by some of our sector’s 
thought-leaders. 
 
This was followed by our Gala Awards, where we 
celebrated all of our members’ contributions and 
achievements over the past 2 years! A massive 
congratulations to all of the nominees, and thank you 
for everything you contribute to the Institute. 
 
Speaking of which, we were all very proud that our 
Inclusive Security Special Interest Group (ISSIG) 
was awarded the David Clark Award by the Security 
Commonwealth in October. The ISSIG has been one 
of the Institute’s biggest achievements of the past 
year, and this is set to continue with the new offshoot 
Rainbow Group that launched in November. 
 
Another great success of the Institute has been 
the Counter Terrorism Special Interest Group (CT 
SIG), leading our contribution to the Protect Duty 
Consultation. The CT SIG co-chair and newly Chartered 
Security Professional, Andrew Donaldson CSyP FSyI 
discusses the imperative role of security professionals 
in the national counter terror efforts.

Ben Harding, Marketing and PR Officer

Note from the Editor
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 Know your Institute
Chair’s Update:
A year that won’t be 
forgotten
Peter Lavery FSyI

2021 marked my first year as Chair of 
the Security Institute, taking over from 
Professor Alison Wakefield CSyP FSyI 
in January. As the year is coming to a 
close and reflect on the achievements 
we have made, it is fair to say that 2021 
has been a year fil led with great strides 
forward for both the Institute and the 
wider security sector. 
 
Both our membership and influence 
continued to grow, despite the many 
challenges that the ongoing pandemic 
continues to present to us all. The latest 
Validation Board (VB) figures, which 
do not yet include the last two months 
of the year, show that over 850 new 
members have joined the Institute in 
2021. These figures mean that 2021 
is already our second biggest year for 
recruitment ever, with November and 
December figures still  to be included 
2021 may surpass 2020’s record. A 
massive thank you to our VB Chair Tony 
Aston FSyI and the many members 
that volunteer their time on the VB for 
making this possible.  
 
On October 28th, our Annual 
Conference returned as an in-person 
event at the Royal Society of Medicine. 
This marked the Institute’s first-
ever hybrid event, with close to 200 
members joining us in London and 
many others logging in across the 
world to participate in our premier CPD 
event. This year’s line-up of speakers 
fittingly centred around the theme of 
‘Influential Security’,  with presentations 
from Heather Baily, Dr Eiofe Hunt, Steve 
McGrath MSyI and many others.  
 
Yet another opportunity for 

professionals from across the sector 
to meet was our Gala Awards, which 

returned for the first time since 
2019. The Gala Awards present an 

opportunity for us to celebrate 



those members that have impacted both the Institute and the wider sector, I was 
pleased to present all of the winners alongside our President Ruth Henig CSyI. It 
was also a pleasure to be joined on the evening by Figen Murray, as we presented 
the newly named NextGen Star Award in memory of Martyn Hett. Congratulations 
to all the winners and those nominated. 
 
In addition to our premier events, much of the engagement over the past few 
months has been member-led. The Young Members Group (YMG) has gained great 
momentum in the past few months, thanks to the efforts of our Co-Chairs Ana 
Spirirdonva and Camilla Scrimgeour ASyI. There have been in-person socialising 
events and online CPD sessions such as the ‘Security Career Pathways Q&A 
Panel’,  which presented a great opportunity for those emerging in our sector to 
ask questions and gain advice from leading professionals. Similar events to this 
are planned for the coming months, if you are under 35 I encourage you to get 
involved. 
 
In 2021 the first of our ‘Secure Futures’ Graduates, who completed our 
employability programme with the EY Foundation, will be eligible for their year of 
free Institute membership. I am pleased to see that there are more YMG events 
planned in 2021 for them to engage with.  
 
This year the Institute has continued its work to ensure that the security sector is 
embracing diversity and inclusive for all, with our Inclusive Security Special Interest 
Group (ISSIG) leading the way. The ISSIG’s work has been recognised in the last 
quarter by the Security Commonwealth, receiving the first David Clark Contribution 
to the UK Security Sector Award. This follows their notable Inclusivity and Diversity 
Questionnaire, which received over 700 responses, the full results of which will be 
shared in the new year. 
 
Building on the impactful work of the ISSIG, a group of members have launched a 
first of its kind LGBT+ support and advocacy group for the entire security sector. 
The new ‘Rainbow Group’ launched in October and seeks to create a safe space for 
those security professionals that do not feel comfortable being their full authentic 
selves in the workplace or in other aspects of their life, being led by Mel Hipwood 
MSyI, Satia Rai MSyI and Sian Doherty MSyI. If you wish to participate in any way 
please email rainbow@security-institute.org. 
 
Another area of great expansion within the last year has been our collaboration 
with other organisations within the sector. In the past few months, we have 
entered several MOU agreements with other organisations to enhance 
collaboration. The UK Crowd Management Association can now be added to our 
list of strategic partners, there is so much to be gained from working more closely 
together, to support our professionals and raise standards. This collaboration will 
further enable our organisations to contribute to a safer UK and further prepare 
for the ‘Protect Duty’. Thank you to Rob Kennedy CSyP FSyI for leading on this new 
partnership. 
 
We were also pleased to be collaborating alongside CREST Approved on work 
surrounding penetration testing, those in attendence at our Annual Conference 
may have seen them exhibiting and we look forward to attending CRESTCON in May 
2022.  
 
2022 is set to be another impactful year for the Institute as we continue to expand. 
We are currently in the process of recruiting a Chief Operating Officer, who will 
help further drive the work of our HQ Team. There is a lot more on the horizon that  
we will be pleased to present to you, our membership, in due course.
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Our 2021 Annual Conference: 
Focusing on ‘Infuential 

Security’ at our first ever 
hybrid event!

After a break in our usual Annual Conference 
proceedings due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we were thrilled to finally return to a 
physical version of our Conference on the 
28th October 2021. This year was also a first 
in introducing a hybrid element to the 
conference, which gave attendees the option 
to join the conference virtually as well as 
in-person on the day. This followed on from 
a successful virtual Annual Conference in 
2020 where we were excited to be able to 
offer our event to members further afield 
and overseas too. The Royal Society of 
Medicine was the fantastic venue for this 
year’s 13th annual conference, ‘ Influential 
Security’. The conference was opened by the 
Institute’s Chief Executive, Rick Mounfield 
CSyP FSyI, who welcomed everybody and 
began to set the scene for the day’s 
proceedings and introduce this year’s theme.  
  
The day was set to discuss many interesting 
topics surrounding the idea that Influence is 
the conundrum in security. The ability to 
influence impacts almost every aspect of 
what a security professional aims to achieve. 
To deter is to influence. Leadership imparts 
influence to promote compliance, awareness, actions, and reactions. Influencers can 
convince and coerce, inspire, and improve the social circle around them. In the security 
profession we use a variety of concepts to influence such as crime prevention through 
environmental design, psychological campaigns such as “see it, say it sorted”. However, our 
adversaries do the same, to radicalise and inspire violence. To create fear in a population 
and even use our media and social media to deliver deep fake, epistemic risks that 
influence populations to follow a path without question. During this hybrid conference, we 
explored aspects of influence that will develop a deeper understanding of how attendees 
may improve their influential abilities whilst considering how threat actors may be 
manipulating us. 
  
Rick’s introduction was followed by delegates being given a warm welcome by the Chair of 
the Security Institute, Peter Lavery FSyI. Peter built on Rick’s introduction, but not before 
acknowledging the retirement of the Security Institute Project Manager, Di Thomas Hon 
FSyI, after many years dedicating her time and efforts to the growth of the Security 
Institute and Register of Chartered Security Professionals. Peter also touched upon the 
successes of the EY Foundation Secured Futures programme, welcoming the graduates in 
attendance. He also took this opportunity to announce the five new strategic aims of the 
Institute, as well as the responsible Directors for each aim. 



Following Peter’s introduction, we were 
introduced to this year’s Annual Conference 
Compere, Brian Dillon CSyP FSyI. Brian further 
built on the topic of Influential Security who 
spoke about the importance and power of 
Influence and explained that the aim of the 
conference was to put Influential Security into 
context for each individual in the room, and 
how they can use it in their everyday working 
life. He welcomed our sponsors to the room 
and encouraged the face-to-face networking 
that everyone had missed during the past 19 
months of the pandemic.  
  
 Part 1: Global influence then commenced 
with Brian handing the floor over to Heather 
Bailey QPM, Chair of the Security Industry 
Authority (SIA), who discussed Contributing to 
Improved Public Safety. Heather discussed 
how the private security industry can 
continue to contribute towards greater public 
safety and security and how the SIA intends 
to work with the industry to improve public 
safety outcomes. She discussed some 
thought-provoking topics including her 
experience with the Manchester Arena 
enquiry and how this affected licensing within 
the SIA, and statistics on license holders 
where diversity and inclusion are involved. 
She also discussed the rollout of the Action 
Counters Terrorism (ACT) online training, and 
how there has been an increased influence 
and support from the SIA regarding counter 
terrorism, to support license holders with 
training and development in an important 
area of security. Expanding on the earlier 
statistics around the diversity of license 
holders, Heather introduced the SIA 
Apprenticeship scheme for the industry, as 
well as their involvement with the EY 
Foundation Secured Futures programme, and 
also the Worshipful Company of Security 
Professionals COVID fund. Heather closed her 
section by reiterating that the SIA recognise 

some valuable opportunities for not only the 
security industry, but also as the SIA as a 
regulator to make some valuable changes to 
the future, and encouraged audience 
members to get involved. 
  
We were handed back over to Brian Dillon 
who introduced the next speaker, Shivindra 
Prapat Singh MSyI, from the Central 
Association of Private Security India (CAPSI), 
who joined us virtually and provided an 
update on CAPSI and its journey since its 
inception and the impact it has had on the 
Indian Private Security Industry. He gave an 
overview of the last century in terms of the 
background to private security in India, 
before giving an overview of CAPSI, what they 
do, why they exist, and their key objectives. 
He provided an excellent overview of the 
differences between security in the UK vs 
security in India, and how the Security 
Institute’s recent MOU with CAPSI can help to 
bring these differences together and support 
the exchange of knowledge. The presentation 
ended with the Institute’s Chief Executive Rick 
Mounfield being provided with the CAPSI 
badge of honour, as recognition for the 
Institute’s engagement. Brian expanded on 
this, by explaining the similarities between 
CAPSI and the Institute, in terms of how the 
organisations started out, the milestones and 
the results. Brian also acknowledged an 
important part of Shivindra’s presentation 
highlighting that 400,000 young people have 
been positively impacted in benefiting 
themselves and their careers into a 
profession of security, and highlighted that 
both organisations provide something that 
can be learnt and shared between one 
another. Brian then introduced the first 
networking session of the day, morning 
refreshments and consequently, the end to 
part one of the conference.  
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Part two of the conference – 
‘Influencing Professional standards’ 
began with Frank Cannon CSyP FSyI, 
HPC Site Security Manager at Hinkley 
Point C who delivered a very 
entertaining and engaging 
presentation on ‘Influencing the 
Workforce Through Security 
Awareness; a Practitioner’s Approach. 
Frank is a lifelong protector of 
people, property, and information. 
Building on his full-service career 
within the Royal Military Police, Frank 
transitioned into the construction 
security niche field of expertise. An 
advocate of workforce engagement to 
develop behavioural-based security 
culture. Frank hosted a challenging 
debate around a proven approach to 
workforce engagement in the 
development of a behavioural-based 
security culture. Sharing a 
methodology to influence by keeping 
the message relevant, personal and 
important to the recipient. Brian took 
to the stage following Frank’s 
presentation to take some engaging 
Q&A, before handing over to Rick 
Mounfield who took on the role, last 
minute, of the second speaker for 
Part 2 of the Conference.  
Following a splendid lunch and 
networking session, Part Three – 
Hidden Influences commenced. The 
first session of the afternoon entitled 
‘Epistemic Security: informed 
decision-making in democratic 
societies’ was presented by Elizabeth 
Seger from the University of 
Cambridge. Elizabeth debated how in 
modern society people struggle to 
separate fact from fiction and to 
identify trustworthy information 
sources. She outlined how this poses 
a substantial threat to a society’s 
epistemic security, and society’s 
ability to make well-informed 
decisions and coordinate collective 
action in response to a crisis. 
Elizabeth used the global pandemic 
as an example of how 
communications to the general public 
are not straightforward and how 
conflicting information and 
uncredible sources can lead to how 
the general public use, and act upon 
that information. Brian hosted an 
insightful Q&A, following so, our 
second virtual presentation of the 
day hosted by Dr Aoife Hunt from 
Movement Strategies (a GHD 
company) took to the screen. Aoife 
was also joined by and Simon Ancliffe 
who joined in person on the stage for 
a live Q&A session. Aoife challenged 
how for many years, planning for 
crowd safety focused on the risk of 



congestion and crush, threats from fire and 
hostile actors, and the management of disorder 
and emergency incidents. Since the start of the 
pandemic, another dimension has been 
introduced - the need to consider the risk of 
virus transmission. Aoife provided an 
introduction on how owners and operators plan 
for crowded spaces in normal and emergency 
conditions, highlighting some of the latest 
research findings and explaining why the 
current guidance should always be taken in 
context. Aoife finished her presentation with a 
look to the future and what the current 
pandemic might bring, including a fourth wave 
and how this could impact crowded spaces one 
more. Simon then joined the audience on the 
stage to answer a detailed Q&A, before the final 
speaker of Part Three took to the stage: DCI 
Steve McGrath MSyI, Head of Information 
Capability & Engagement at the National 
Counter Terrorism Security Office (NaCTSO) 
who delivered a presentation titled ‘NaCTSO 
- Working in partnership with Business’. Steve 
provided an overview of NaCTSO’s engagement 
with business and how this is used to put 
business requirements into NaCTSO advice, 
guidance and products to promote security and 
resilience. Steve introduced the history of 
NaCTSO which is now in its 20th year, following 
the challenges of Terrorism and to help and 
guide the UK through these challenges. Steve 
advised the audience on ‘The Four P’s’ – Protect, 
Prepare, Prevent, Pursue, and how the UK’s 
focus on terrorism has changed quite 
dramatically over the past 20 years. Finally, 
Steve also spoke about the influence NaCTSO 
will hopefully have on the future of the UK’s 
fight against terrorism, and what the future 
holds when it comes to changing and adapting. 
It was then time for more networking and 
afternoon refreshments before re-joining in the 
auditorium for Part Four: Inspirational 
Leadership. 
  
First to start the last session of the day was 
Professor Michael Mainelli,  Executive Chairman 
at Z/Yen Group. Michael was presenting on a 
topic titled ‘A Richer Approach To The 
Economics Of Security’,  which focussed on the 
theory that Security professionals will get to the 
board room if they focus on three financial 
metrics – risk reduction, reward enhancement, 
and increased certainty.  Using risk/reward 
options and good security functions can value 
the increased certainty they provide. Michael 
started by observing how “seriously” security is 
taken by Boards, using his recent publication 
“The Price of Fish” and an interesting story 
regarding a tin of sardines to make a very valid 
point that expectations need to be managed, 
and how they matter, as well as the importance 
of taking risk, and how this can lead to 
increasing your security budgets. 
The final speaker of the day, Chris Smith CSyP 
FSyI, who is Head of Security Resilience at WPP 
plc, closed the day’s sessions with an insightful 
discussion raising the question - What does it 
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with thanks to our Annual Conference Sponsors

take to do a job that feels like a cross between 
Dressage and the Modern Pentathlon? Fancy 
footwork and stamina with a little resilience 
thrown in. His talk titled: “Testing times 
- security leadership and influence” saw 
Chris discussing influence from his 
personal perspective. He discussed the 
social influencer, and how social media 
“followers”, and other social influences 
can compare to our roles in security. He 
ended his talk by acknowledging the 
Security Institute’s beginning 21 years 
ago, and how the influence of the 
Institute as an organisation, and the 
growth of networks and connections are 
key to influencing the wider security 
sector. 
  
This was followed by the final appearance of 
the Conference Chair, Brian Dillon CSyP FSyI, 
who provided a seamless summary of the day’s 
agenda. Reminding us of the conference theme 
and highlighting the key messages of each 
speaker. To close proceedings, Rick Mountfield CSyP 
FSyI presented gifts to all guest speakers before 
delegates left the auditorium to enjoy networking drinks in 
the Atrium, and enjoyed a Charity Raffle with all proceeds 
being donated to the Security Benevolent Fund.

1 0



Our Remembrance Day Event & Our Remembrance Day Event & 

ERS Siliver Award PresentationERS Siliver Award Presentation
On November 11th, the Institute held our Annual 
Remembrance Day Event. As in 2020, this was held 
virtually and was free for all to attend. Despite the on-
going pandemic, the importance of honouring the service 
and sacrifice of our Armed Forces community remains 
the same as ever. 

This year we shone a light on how businesses can 
support the Armed Forces community through the Armed 
Forces Covenant, which businesses and organisations 
sign to pledge their support. We were pleased to be 
joined by the Regional Employer Engagement Director 
for the Ministry of Defence in the West Midlands, 
Cat Suckling, to discuss more about the Employer 
Recognition Scheme.

This event is one of the many ways that the Institute 
continues to recognise the contributions of our Armed 
Forces community. The Institute was recently the Silver 
Award in the Employer Recognition Scheme, our Chair 
Peter Lavery FSyI attended the award presentation 
on behalf of the Institute at the National Memorial 
Arboretum.

1 1
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The SyI Gala Awards Return! 

Winners announced at the SeaLife Centre
Our highly anticipated Security Institute Gala Awards 
2021 took place on November 30th at the Sea Life Centre 
in London.

We were joined by members from across the sector 
to celebrate the achievements of those amongst our 
membership, and award their contributions to both the 
Institute and the wider security sector.

It is safe to say that this remarkable venue did not 
disappoint, from the moment members arrived the wow 
factor was evident. We started with arrival drinks in the 
Pacific Wreck and The Coral, the resident sharks were 
joined by trained divers who were taking questions from 
members, all the while trying to avoid being the shark’s 
main course. Many members remarked at just how big 
these beautiful animals were, in contrast to the divers 
inside the tank, adding to the thrill of the experience. 

The meal and awards themselves were held in the beautiful Atlantic Cove. It was clear 
members had missed the buzz of an in person event as the atmosphere was electric, the 
sound of people chatting and laughing together again could be heard throughout the 
building, it is a sound we hope to continue to have the pleasure of hearing going forward. 

This year our awards ceremony was compered by our Vice Chair Paul Barnard CSyP MSyI 
who did a wonderful job in presenting the awards.

This year we had an incredibly high standard within our award categories, each nominee 
should be extremely proud of themselves to have been nominated. Awards were presented 
across 7 categories, following on from the new categories introduced at the 2019 awards. 
This year were pleased to have the support of Figen Murray (pictured left), as the NextGen 
Star Award was presented to one of our ‘Secure Futures’ programme graduates in honour of 
her late son Martyn Hett.

Our winners on the night were as follows: 

‘Institute Learner of the Year Award’ in memory of John Aplin - Tom Colman ASyI
Regional Security Business Partner - Onestop / Tesco

Tom completed the Security Institute Certificate in Security Management earlier this year 
whilst transitioning into a Physical and Strategic Security role at One Stop from a senior 
Loss Prevention Role within Tesco. Tom has built upon a strong foundation of self-led 
learning and CPD to support him in delivering strategic security projects and policy on a 
national scale. At the same time as undertaking the training, Tom was also juggling his 
day-to-day work challenges such as advising on the roll out of One Stop’s “Most Secure 
Store” program and countermeasures in stores to design out crime and make stores a safer 
place for everyone. Tom has, in just under 4 years entered a new industry and proceeded 
to demonstrate just how important CPD and building a credible network of like minded 
professionals is.



International Achiever of the Year Award -
Adil Abdel Hadi CSyP FSyI
Managing Director - Shield Security Services 
Limited

In 2005, Adil concluded that Dubai needed better 
trained, high standard security officers for its 
growing economy, particularly in the Leisure and 
Tourism industry. He approached the authorities 
with the idea of bringing training similar to that 
offered in the UK under BJT and it was accepted. 
He helped write courses to fit the market and 
got them approved by City & Guilds. The Law was 
changed so anyone working in security had to 
have a licence. Over the years, Mr Hadi has not 
only had many thousands of officers trained but 
enabled the standard of officer to be high and 
provide gainful employment. In return, Dubai has 
seen the officers’ standard reflected within the 
services that investors in the business receive.

President’s Award for an Outstanding Young 
Professional - Thomas Tahany (Affiliate 
Member)
Intelligence Analyst - Blackstone Consultancy

Tom started at Blackstone as an Intelligence 
Analyst in October 2018, and was tasked to assist 
in the investigations team. He grew into this role 
very quickly, and within three months of starting 
was entrusted with managing surveillance jobs. 
He now leads teams involved in conducting 
due diligence, investigations and surveillance 
operations. He also carries out security surveys 
at both residential and commercial properties. 
His role goes beyond the core functions of the 
company as well. He often writes articles for a 
variety of publications, and has been quoted in 
a number of national publications discussing 
a wide variety of topics. He has development a 
close relationship with the management team 
of an insurance company who work closely with 
Blackstone. He has successfully collaborated with 
them produce co-written publications on the Cyber 
threat and the Internet of Things. He also regularly 
conduct presentations to corporate guests around 
the City.

Volunteer of the Year Award - Mike Lees CSyP 
FSyI
Head of Business Security - Barnsley Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust - BFS Security

Mike is an active member of the Institute, 
continuing to fully support the Institute and 
Institute events throughout the extreme 
challenges of COVID-19 and the enormous 
pressures placed on the NHS. In addition to this, 
he is an active member of the Validation Board 
and sits on the VB Working Group. Both of these 
groups require a significant amount of time and 
commitment particularly as the VB now sits twice 
a month, Mike regularly carries out additional 
research as a result of points raised during 
the meetings. He is also actively engaged with 
document assessments and CSyP interviews.
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with thanks to our Gala Awards Sponsors

‘Academic Achiever of the Year Award’ in memory of Wilf Knight - Adrian Bleese MSyI
MSc in Security Management University of Portsmouth
‘Analysing Behavioural Analysis: Security Professionals -Perceptions of the extent to which 
Behavioural Analysis can be a viable, ethical and effective Security Strategy’.

This dissertation investigates the extent to which Behavioural Analysis can be considered
a viable, ethical and effective security strategy in the protection of crowded places. Using
both primary research and secondary data, this study explores not only previous research
into the adoption of behavioural analysis but also the perception of its effectiveness among
practitioners, trainers and managers. The views of security professionals with regard to
the implementation of behavioural analysis in security contexts are sought in order to
determine its viability and any challenges faced in its adoption.

‘NextGen Star Award’ in memory of Martyn Hett - Aiza Uddin 
Nomination from John Sephton FSyI

‘Aiza sought my mentorship through the EY Foundation programme and has been very 
active in trying to drive her way into Cyber Security, she has spoken to Mahbubal Islam 
CSyP and enquired about work experience as she is still  in sixth form. She has also got 
herself a small position at Galliard Homes as IT support to gain more experience within 
the field. She completed all the tasks I had set her and she had become a good mentee 
and took everything I had said to her on board. I find Aiza to be driven and excited about 
becoming a Cyber Security specialist. ’

‘Outstanding Contribution to Security Award’ in memory of George van Schalkwyk - 
Kate Bright CSyP
Managing Director - Umbra International

Kate Bright has over 20 years frontline private client facing experience in the Private and 
Family Office sector, starting as a Personal Assistant, and working as an Executive Assistant, 
Chief of Staff and Family Office Manager and a Close Protection Operative. Currently Kate 
is the founder and CEO of UMBRA International Group, helping clients and their families in 
the UK and globally. Kate drove Umbra to be awarded Gold in the 2018 Citywealth Awards, 
shortlisted for the British Legal Awards as Supplier of the Year in 2018 and 2019, and was 
also nominated Company of the Year in the WeAreTheCity Rising Star Awards in July 2019, 
an awards ceremony which celebrates the female pipeline. Kate was also appointed to the 
Board of The SIA in January 2020 and trustee of the Worshipful Company of Security
Professionals.

Plans are already in motion for our Gala Awards 2022 so watch this space!

1 4
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The Insider Risk SIG would like to invite you to give your views 
on how the SIG should be developed and what you would like 
to see introduced within it. Co-Chairs David BaMaung CSyP FSyI 
and Ian Crossley MSyI, along with a number of other members 
within the SIG, have been looking at how to best develop 
their group’s activities. They will start their review with a 
short questionnaire to all of their SIG members, asking what 
members would like to see from the SIG. 
 
Please spend a few minutes of your time to give the Insider 
Risk SIG your thoughts. They will be invaluable in driving the 
SIG’s direction over the coming year. 
 
Once they have reviewed the results of the questionnaire, they 
will incorporate your views into their planned activities. There 
are a number of strands we are looking to develop over the 
coming year. These include:
• Hosting short webinars from selected Insider Risk specialists within and outside the 

group.
• Publishing articles by group members through the SyI onto the Institute publication
• Creation of an Insider Risk library with articles, academic papers, research relating 

to Insider Risk and associated disciplines e.g., vetting, personnel screening, people 
security

• Providing a forum for SIG members to raise Insider related issues
• Provide a medium for CPNI to highlight new and emerging people security products 

they are developing 

You can complete the survey here: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/GJJTGX7

Insider Risk SIG Survey! Insider Risk SIG Survey! 

New HQ Team Member: MartinaNew HQ Team Member: Martina
Please join us in welcoming Martina Greatrex as the 
newest member of our HQ Team, working as a Events 
Coordinator alongside Becky O’Dell and the rest of 
our Engagement Team.

Martina joins us after completing a Masters Degree 
in Events Management at Birmingham City University 
and working in events across various sectors.

Martina has a wealth of experience in organising 
virtual, hybrid and in-person events which will help 
the Institute continue to expand the number of social 
and educational events we organise for our members.

If you would like to get in touch with Martina please 
email: Martina@security-institute.org



MOU between The Security Institute and MOU between The Security Institute and 
The United Kingdom Crowd Management The United Kingdom Crowd Management 

Association SignedAssociation Signed
We are delighted to announce that The 
Security Institute and United Kingdom 
Crowd Management Association 
(UKMCA) have signed a memorandum of 
understanding.

The purpose of this  Agreement is for both 
parties to enter a ‘spirit of cooperation’ 
helping to proactively support and promote 
each other’s work to improve the wider 
sector.

The UKCMA was founded in 2001 and 
encompasses crowd safety and security 
professionals and academics, who are all 
committed to improving standards across the 
industry and sharing learnings from event 
sites across the world. 

The Association works collaboratively with 
partners both in the UK and abroad, and 
is pleased to be further developing their 
working relationship with The Security 
Institute.

For more information about joining the 
UKCMA please visit our website here: https://
www.ukcma.com/

Speaking on our new agreement Institute 
Chair Peter Lavery FSyI said:

“This memorandum of understanding 
between the Security Institute and the 
UKCMA is a fantastic development, the 
benefits of which will be felt across both 
our communities. There is so much to be 
gained from working more closely together, 
to support our professionals and raise 
standards. The knowledge sharing and 
opportunities for collaboration will further 
enable our organisations to contribute to a 
safer UK and further prepare for the ‘Protect 
Duty’”.

Adding to this the sponsoring Director Rob 
Kennedy CSyP FSyI siad:

“The management of crowded places and 
spaces is an aspect of security that is often 
overlooked. This MOU will enable both 
organisations to better communicate the 
narrative and science that underpins crowd 
management to influence and align safety 
and security across society. I welcome this 
partnership and look forward to the outputs 
that our combined approach will achieve. 
This is just the start…watch this space for 
future updates!

Chair of the UKCMA, Eric Stuart commented:

“The United Kingdom Crowd Management 
Association (UKCMA) is delighted to be 
working in partnership with The Security 
Institute (SyI). 

The two organisations share core aims, 
including supporting safe gatherings in 
crowded spaces, be that at large events, on 
high streets or in transport hubs.
Combining their skills and experience will 
have a positive impact on public safety and 
the industries they both represent.”



 Know your Institute

Fellows Event Returns!Fellows Event Returns!

A Calendar full of In-Person 
and Online Events: 

The Best of Both Worlds

September 15th marked the return of our Annual Fellow 
Event, after being canceled in 2020 due to the on-
going pandemic. We were pleased to be joined by our 
immediate past Chair Professor Alison Wakefield PhD 
CSyP FSyI, who was our speaker for the event. Hosted at 
the fantastic Searcy’s at the Gherkin, the Fellows enjoyed 
the breathtaking views over the City of London whilst 
discussing initiatives to improve the sector.

SyI Christmas  SocialSyI Christmas  Social

As Government Restrictions loosened later in the year, we have been pleased to re-
introduce our fantastic line-up of regular in-person events. This has included our 
premier events including our Annual Conference and the Gala Awards, there have 
also been smaller events such as the Fellows Event and our ever-popular Members 
Lunches. 

In addition to in-person events we will still  be running regular online events 
and webinars - see on right page. Members can catch up here: https://security-
institute.org/members-area/

Earlier in December we were pleased to host our Christmas Social 
for members to see the HQ Team and meet colleauges from across 
the security sector. Hosted at the Freemason’s Arms, an Institute 
favourite round the corner from Covent Garden, a merry time was 
had by all as we met up in-person for the last time in 2021.
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Our WebinarsOur Webinars

Webinar - Mega Pixel Cameras. Their Influence on Security Webinar - Mega Pixel Cameras. Their Influence on Security 
Design, and the End User ExperienceDesign, and the End User Experience
We were pleased to be joined by our Corporate Partners Avigilon We were pleased to be joined by our Corporate Partners Avigilon 
for this webinar. In it Mike Dean spoke about the very high mega for this webinar. In it Mike Dean spoke about the very high mega 
Pixel Cameras up to 60 MP (10 K resolution) that are now available Pixel Cameras up to 60 MP (10 K resolution) that are now available 
from Camera manufacturers, but what challenges will this bring to from Camera manufacturers, but what challenges will this bring to 
the industry, for the End User, Consultant and Installer.the industry, for the End User, Consultant and Installer.

Webinar - Cyber and High Security in a Business Integrated Webinar - Cyber and High Security in a Business Integrated 
WorldWorld
We were pleased to be joined by our Corporate Partners We were pleased to be joined by our Corporate Partners 
Gallagher, with their Business Development Manager Jason Gallagher, with their Business Development Manager Jason 
Hunter. This session looked at the relationship between cyber Hunter. This session looked at the relationship between cyber 
and high security; define what cyber security is and why it is and high security; define what cyber security is and why it is 
important.important.

Webinar - Maritime Security Vs Maritime Risk Webinar - Maritime Security Vs Maritime Risk 
Management: Are They Really Interchangeable?Management: Are They Really Interchangeable?
We were pleased to be joined by Capt. (RT). Nikos Georgopoulos, We were pleased to be joined by Capt. (RT). Nikos Georgopoulos, 
Capt. (Rt). Panagiotis Laimos and Chrysanthi Laimou, on this Capt. (Rt). Panagiotis Laimos and Chrysanthi Laimou, on this 
webinar offering an inside view of the maritime security industry webinar offering an inside view of the maritime security industry 
and the currently formed threat environment surrounding and the currently formed threat environment surrounding 
maritime operations and affecting global trade.maritime operations and affecting global trade.

Upcoming webinarsUpcoming webinars
02.02.22 - Webinar - Marketing Priorities for SMEs and SMBs. Book here: https://02.02.22 - Webinar - Marketing Priorities for SMEs and SMBs. Book here: https://
security-institute.org/product/02-02-22-webinar-marketing-priorities-for-smes-and-security-institute.org/product/02-02-22-webinar-marketing-priorities-for-smes-and-
smbs/smbs/

12.01.22 - Webinar - Transforming your Mobile Security through Automation. Book 12.01.22 - Webinar - Transforming your Mobile Security through Automation. Book 
here: https://security-institute.org/product/12-01-22-webinar-transforming-your-here: https://security-institute.org/product/12-01-22-webinar-transforming-your-
mobile-security-through-automation-tracktik/mobile-security-through-automation-tracktik/

09.02.22 - Webinar - Cyber Surveillance: Pegasus Spyware – Everything You Need 09.02.22 - Webinar - Cyber Surveillance: Pegasus Spyware – Everything You Need 
To Know Or Were Too Scared To Ask. Book here: https://security-institute.org/To Know Or Were Too Scared To Ask. Book here: https://security-institute.org/
product/09-02-22-webinar-cyber-surveillance-pegasus-spyware-everything-you-product/09-02-22-webinar-cyber-surveillance-pegasus-spyware-everything-you-
need-to-know-or-were-too-scared-to-ask/need-to-know-or-were-too-scared-to-ask/
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 Know your Institute

Dates Event Activity Points

1st September 
14th October

Members’ Lunch Attend SyI and CPD Partner events (Whole event) 2

2nd September
16th September

CSyP Application Workshop Attend SyI and CPD Partner events 3

7th – 9th September
14th – 16th September
28th – 30th September
19th October

SyI Exhibition Partner Events

The Security Event
CTX
International Security Expo
Global MSC conference

Attend SyI and CPD Partner events (educational talks)
Attend exhibition
Help (volunteer) on exhibition stand (per 2 hours)
Deliver a Presentation

2
1
1
1

15th September Fellows Event Attend SyI and CPD Partner events (Whole event) 2

27th September CSyP Brave New World Seminar Attend SyI and CPD Partner events 8

28th September
26th October
30th November

SyI Validation Board Meeting Committee work on a voluntary basis (per hour) 2

26th October SyI Annual Conference Attend SyI and CPD Partner events (Whole event) 14

5th November Membership Matters Advisory Group Meeting Committee work on a voluntary basis (per hour) 2

Various Dates City Security Magazine
Counter Terror Business
IFSEC Global
International Security Journal
Professional Security Magazine
Security Journal UK
Security Matters Magazine
TPSO Magazine

Read general trade magazines (per 2 hours)
Write newsletter articles, blogs, webpage content (per 
article)

1
1

Various Dates Resilience First webinar series: Attending Institute and CPD Partner organisational events 
(per hour)

2

Various Dates OSPAS Thought Leadership webinar series Attending Institute and CPD Partner organisational events 
(per hour)

2

Various Dates SASIG Webinar series Attending Institute and CPD Partner organisational events 
(per hour)

2

Various Dates SIG Meetings Committee work on a voluntary basis (per hour) 2

CPD Points Lookup 
Guide
Here are some of the recent CPD activities that you may have completed within the past 3 months, any activ-
ities since January can be used towards your 2021 CPD submission.

You can download the 2021 CPD Toolkit and certificates for recent SyI webinars on the Security Institute 
website: https://security-institute.org/cpd/

If you have any questions on CPD, please contact our HQ team on 07879 330818 or email 
cpd@security-institute.org. 

Since the departure of Di Thomas Hon FSyI, our Engagement Manager Jade Lapper is administering the 
scheme.

SECURITY INSTITUTE
CONTINUING 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
(CPD) SCHEME

The Security Institute is committed to raising standards in the 
security profession and encourages everyone to think about 
how they can continue to develop their knowledge and skills. 

WHY SHOULD I TRACK MY CPD? 

■ Demonstrate how I keep pace with
changes in the security industry

■ Achieve recognition, with my CPD Certificate
of Completion when I reach 36 points

■ Improve my confidence to achieve my goals

■ Identify my competencies to become more
employable

■ Help me get to the TOP of my career.

security-institute.org

Our CPD Toolkit is open to members and 
non-members to use and is an essential way to 
track what you learn about security and management 
over the course of a year; giving participants a 
competitive edge over other practitioners, enhancing 
confidence and competence. We challenge you to 
achieve a minimum of 36 points each year. 
Go to ww.security-institute.org/cpd and 
download the CPD Toolkit to begin! 

The members-only CPD Mobile App is another 
free-to-use method of keeping up to date with your 
annual CPD activity – you can download it from the 
Apple App Store or Google Play Store.

CPD is compulsory for Chartered Security 
Professionals (CSyP) and Security Institute Fellows 
(FSyI) – and having at least two years of completed 
CPD is essential for any Security Institute member 
who wants to upgrade to Fellowship level. 

All sorts of development activities are recognised, 
including events run by our CPD partners, which 
score double points. Look out for our CPD logo:

THE SECURITY INSTITUTE
1 The Courtyard, Caldecote,
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org

WHAT IS CPD?

Virtually anything you do 
that results in you learning 
more about security and/or 
management will count for 
the CPD scheme. 

What works for you will inevitably be different to
other members. We understand the varied
activities undertaken by everyone, and
therefore recognise a diverse range of activity, 
which is grouped into:

■ FORMAL learning, including member 
events, seminars, conferences, courses and 

 qualifications, all of which can be provided by
the Security Institute or other organisations. 
Organisations tend to offer formal CPD.

WHAT COUNTS AS CPD ACTIVITY? 

The Register of Chartered Security 
Professionals is a qualification recognising
personal ability and competence which allows
confidence in the highest standards of service. 

Admittance to the Register demonstrates to 
clients, employers, peers and the public an
ability to deliver quality results, compliance 
with a Code of Conduct, a professional 
Disciplinary Code and a commitment to
Continual Professional Development.

Visit www.charteredsecurityprofessional.org
for more details and to apply

WHY BECOME CHARTERED?

■ Independent verification of your  
competence

■ Prove your ability to deliver quality results

■ Confirm you are at the top of your game

■ Show commitment to Continual  
Professional Development

■ Lead by example. 

WHO CAN APPLY? 

Chartered Security Professionals must be
of undisputed integrity and have a high level of
expertise, operating at a strategic level,
or the senior end of the operational level of
security practice.

REGISTER OF
CHARTERED SECURITY
PROFESSIONALS
RECOGNISING THE DIFFERENCE 

The CPD Scheme cycle runs from 1st January
to 31st December each year (pro-rata for 
those joining the scheme part way through the 
year). Once you reach 36 points, be sure to
submit your CPD Toolkit, where it will be verified 
and you will receive a Certificate of Completion.

Each year you start a new spreadsheet designed
especially for that year.

HOW DOES CPD WORK?

y p

■ INFORMAL learning, such as committee 
work, writing presentations, papers,  

 mentoring, research etc. often aimed at 
educating or supporting the development 
of others.

There are lots of ideas of what counts as CPD 
Activity within our Toolkit. 
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 Our  Membership
2021 City Security Article of 
the Year Award Nominees 

Announced!
6 SyI Members Nominated

The twelve nominees for the City Security magazine 
Article of the Year Award 2021 were selected 
from articles published in the last twelve months’ 
editions (Autumn & Winter 2020 and Spring & 
Summer 2021) and then subsequently published 
online on the citysecuritymagazine.com website.

For each edition, the top three articles were 
selected as finalists, based on the number of views 
for each article, since publication online.  By selecting three articles per edition, it means the articles 
from earlier editions do not have an unfair advantage of being online longer.

We are pleased to see 6 out of the 12 nominees are Security Institute members, all driving thought 
leadership within our sector. These include:
• Houdah Al-Hakim MSyI for ‘Security – a career of choice?’
• Peter French FSyI for ‘Security salary survey 2021
• Sarah Austerberry CSyP FSyI for ‘Working from home – the new insider risk?’
• Mike O’Neill CSyP FSyI for ‘A holistic approach to security’
• Emma Shaw CSyP FSyI for ‘Information confidentiality in a post-lockdown world’
• Andrea Berkoff for ‘Launch of Project Kestrel’

You can read a brief synopsis of these articles opposite.

Only subscribers to City Security magazine are eligible to vote – one vote per subscriber. If an 
individual is not already a subscriber and wants to vote, they can subscribe as part of the voting 
process. You can vote here: https://citysecuritymagazine.com/city-security-magazine-article-of-the-
year-award-2021/

Voting will close on the 11th February 2022 and all votes will be collated by the Editor. Full results will 
be published on the website. The Editor’s decision is final.

The winner will receive a prestigious plaque and certificate and will be announced at a City of London 
Crime Prevention Association meeting.

I N T E G R A T E D  S E C U R I T Y  A P P L I C A T I O N  P L A T F O R M

Enabling 360º 
situational awareness
for security control rooms

VIEWSCAPE® is our open modular software solution that 
seamlessly integrates security and safety systems across multiple 
locations, hubs and building infrastructure, into a single graphical user  
interface for 360˚ situational awareness. The system incorporates 
command and control, incident management, mapping, standard 
operating procedures, reports, KPIs and analytics, alarm receiving 
and associated cause-and-effect.

Discover more, visit | www.veracity-systems.com 
Contact Veracity | sales@veracityglobal.com 
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 Our  Membership
Ashley Fernandes MSyI appointed asAshley Fernandes MSyI appointed as

Chairman of City Security CouncilChairman of City Security Council

Institute member Ashley Fernandes MSyI 
has been announced as the new Chairman 
of the City Security Council, star ting 
Januar y 1st 2021. 
 
Ashley is the Executive Director of 
Corporate Security at ICTS, a Security 
Institute Corporate Par tner. He has over 
24 years of experience working across 
the security sector, and has a number 
of other promiment voluntar y positions 
within the sector including but not 
limited to Liver yman of The Worshipful 
Company of Security Professionals and is 
a Trustee of The Worshipful Company of 
Security Professionals ’ Charitable Trust. 
 
Speaking on his new appointment Ashley 
said:  
 
“ I ’m delighted to be Chairing the CSC 
for the oncoming year and look forward 
to working with all of the member 
organisations as we continue to develop 
the capabilit ies and value of the Council. 
I ’d like to thank the previous chair Neil 
Cat ton for his tremendous work this 
year, continuing to build upon the solid 
foundations laid by David Ward FSyI. 
Over the last three years, the CSC has 
continually demonstrated the value of 
collaboration between our industr y and 
our colleagues within the Emergency 
Ser vices, helping to showcase our incident 
response capabilit ies and raise awareness 
of the valuable contribution our frontline 
security professionals make to the safety 
and security of the communities we live 
and work in.” 



 
Founder and former chair of the City 
Security Council, David Ward FSyI has 
shared his thoughts on Fernandes ’ 
appointment: 
 
“ This is an excellent appointment. Ashley 
brings considerable knowledge and 
experience to the role along with a huge 
amount of enthusiasm. I ’m sure he will be 
in an ideal position to pick up from Neil 
and help continue to drive forward the 
Council ’s objectives during 2022. We look 
forward to working with him.”

What is the City Security Council? 
 
The City Security Council (CSC) was 
established by leading Approved 
Contractor Scheme (ACS) security 
providers. Originally a collaborative 
par tnership between City based security 
companies and the City of London Police 
formed to assist them and the City of 
London Corporation whenever there is a 
major incident, crises or signif icant event 
that takes place within the footprint of 
the Square Mile in the City. Its strategic 
aim is to explore ways to improve 
collective responses to threats from 
terrorism, crisis or emergencies, which 
af fect the City of London. 
 
Today, the CSC has extended its 
membership beyond the City of London 
in the belief that by spreading its 
collaborative approach beyond the city 
boundaries will have a major benef it 
to the security industr y, help assist 
police forces and emergency ser vices 
nationwide and improve the safety of our 
communities. 



 Our  Membership
Defending our realm is not just 

a job for MI5 and the police
By Andrew Donaldson CSyP FSyI

416 years ago, the ‘Gunpowder Plot’ to 
blow up the House of Lords was disrupted, 
accredited to an anonymous letter sent to 
the authorities.

Centuries later, providing information to 
the police and MI5 is critical in detecting 
and disrupting terrorism and other security 
risks.  Explosive devices endure as a serious 
threat, although recent terrorist attacks 
have often involved less sophisticated 
weapons to cause casualties.  Preventing 
such attacks and casualties is a key objective 
of the pending PROTECT Duty, arguably the 
most significant change to security in recent 
years.  

With government consultation on the new 
legislation now closed and civil servants 
considering the components of the Duty, 
businesses should not wait for statutory 
regulation to take steps to protect their 
buildings, other assets, and people from 
terrorism.  Counter terrorism measures 
will also benefit a business’s overall resilience 
by impacting the intent and capability of hostile 
actors and reducing the business’s vulnerability 
to the acts they seek to undertake.  Three simple 
steps can help businesses, staff and visitors keep 
safe, now.



1. Train well. 
Make best use of the freely available counter terrorism information and training, 
particularly ACT e-learning and the PROTECT UK app.  This will help staff know 
more about terrorism, identify security vulnerabilities, suspicious behaviours and 
how to respond to an attack. Terrorism is a foreseeable health and safety risk, 
consider the ACT e-learning in your mandatory Health and Safety training for staff.  
The training can be completed in modules and the whole course takes around 45 
minutes to complete.  Less than an hour’s training could help save lives.   

2. Identify and manage risk.  
Consider a terrorist attack in your risk management process and appreciate 
the spectrum of attack methods.  Different types of attack will require different 
responses.  In your risk register, focus on mitigations that can reduce the 
probability of an attack happening, as well as those controls to minimise the 
impact it could have on your business.  Know the limitations of your controls 
and ask questions to understand them.  For example, are your external patrols 
directed against those locations where hostile reconnaissance is likely?  Do you 
know if there are blind spots in your CCTV operation?  Have those blind spots been 
assessed to see if further mitigations are required to reduce the vulnerability?  The 
police provide free guidance, scalable to businesses of varying sizes, to help risk 
management.

3. Have a plan and test it.  
Have a plan for what you’ll do in the event of an attack and practice it.  The Centre 
for the Protection of National Infrastructure provide free guidance, again scalable 
to your business needs.  The first time you test your plan should not be in response 
to an attack.  If you currently have a schedule of fire alarm and evacuation tests, 
consider implementing a scheme to practice your response to a terrorist attack too. 

Defending our realm is not just a job for MI5 and the police.  The festive season 
is traditionally a time of heightened risk, with the police and MI5 tracking an 
increased number of threats, with information of varying credibility, thus making 
assessments difficult.  Staff, visitors, and the public should have the confidence 
to report any concerns or suspicious behaviours to the authorities, as their 
information could be vital to investigations.  Concerns can be reported in several 
ways, detailed on the Action Counters Terrorism website.  Working together we can 
help our businesses, staff and visitors stay safe from those who seek us harm.    

About the author 
Andrew Donaldson CSyP MSyl, is Head of Security for Real Estate Management (UK) 
Limited and Co-Chair of the Security Institute’s Counter Terrorism Special Interest 
Group.  He gives his take on how security professionals can help keep people and 
property safe during the festive period and prepare for the new PROTECT Duty.



Corporate  Social Responsibility

Our Inclusive Security Special 
Interest Group is awarded the 
first-ever David Clark Award

The Security Institute’s Inclusive Security 
Special Interest Group (ISSIG) is proud to 
have been awarded the first-ever David 
Clark Award for Exceptional Contribution 
to the UK Security Industry by the Security 
Commonwealth in October.

David Clark, a former Chair of the Security 
Commonwealth (SyCom) and ASIS (UK 
Chapter), made exceptional contributions 
across the UK security profession before 
his untimely death in autumn 2019. 
This award has been  created by the 
Security Commonwalth to serve as a 
legacy, building upon David’s efforts 
to encourage continuous improvement 
within the UK security sector.

The award was presented at Consec by 
the Security Commonwealth Chair Jayne 
King FSyI and David Clark’s family to the 
ISSIG’s sponsoring Director Paul Barnard 
CSyP MSyI and active ISSIG member 
Houdah Al-Hakim MSyI (pictured left).

Launching in summer 2020, the 
ISSIG has already made waves both 
within the Institute as well as the 
wider sector. In January 2021, the 
group launched its social media 
campaign ‘#OurSecurity’ which aims 
to highlight diversity in terms of 
both security professionals and 
security careers. In addition in 
August 2021, the group launched 
its sector wide Inclusivity and 
Divrsity Questionnaire - results to be 
released in the new year.

Institute members can get involved in 
the ISSIG via the Community Platform: 
https://community.security-institute.
org/
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First of a kind Rainbow Group LaunchedFirst of a kind Rainbow Group Launched
The Security Institute is proud to have launched its 
‘Rainbow Group’, the first security sector wide LGBT+ 
support and advocacy group.

The group has been launched as an offshoot of the 
Inclusive Security Special Interest Group (ISSIG) by 
a committee of 4 SIG members: Satia Rai MSyI, Mel 
Hipwood MSyI, Sian Doherty MSyI and Ben Harding 
(pictured below).

The Inclusivity and Diversity Survey launched by 
the ISSIG earlier this year, which received over 700 
responses, found that the LGBT+ community was 
well represented in the sector with 3% of security 
professionals identified as gay, 2% as lesbian, 2% as 
bisexual and 2% asexual. However, in-depth interviews 
found that very few felt able to be their “authentic 
selves” at work”.

On the aims of the Rainbow Group, Mel Hipwood MSyI commented: 
‘“ We want rainbow individuals to know that we are there for them, that it is safe 
to be yourself and by creating a more inclusive sector we will gain a more diverse 
workforce which promotes positivity and helps us relate more to the diverse world 
we live in and are responsible for protecting.”

Satia Rai MSyl added: “The Rainbow Group will be providing a wide range of support 
for Rainbow+ people in the security institute and wider security industry. A safe 
place for them to be proud and out, be themselves.”

The Rainbow Group will be holding bi-monthly meetings - with the next set to take 
place virtually in January. Details to follow.



Corporate  Social Responsibility

In April we were happy to host 27 young people 
on our inaugural ‘Secure Futures’ programme, 
a security careers programme for young people 
on low income backgrounds.

As part of the programme, the Institute 
offered a year of free membership to each 
graduate when they turned 18. We are looking 
forward to having these fantastic young people 
contributing to the Institute, and were pleased 
to host some of our graduates at this year’s 
Annual Conference - with our Vice Chair Paul 
Barnard CSyP MSyI guiding them around.

The Security Institute was proud to host 
our Pride social event, at Birmingham 
Pride. Taking place in late September, 
after being post-poned from May, our 
Inclusive Security SIG was in full force 
ahead of the Rainbow Group’s launch in 
November.

In 2022 we are hoping to hold more events 
like this, and present a more visible face 
for the security sector at Pride events.

If you would like to get involved in 
the new Rainbow Group please email 
rainbow@security-institute.org

SyI’s First Pride Social: 
Birmingham 2021

Engaging with ‘Secure 
Future’ Graduates
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Young Members Group host Young Members Group host 

line-up of networking & CPD Eventsline-up of networking & CPD Events
Our Young Members Group (YMG) has built up momentum 
over the past few months with more in-person and online 
events. 

In September, alongside the International Security 
Expo, our YMG collaborated with DISA’s Emerging 
Security Professionals to have a social event at The 
Queen’s Head in Hammersmith. This was the group’s 
first in-person meet-up since 2019, and the first with 
new Co-Chars Ana Spiridonova and Camilla Scrimgeour 
ASyI.

Following on from this, there was a clear demand for 
an event that explored the different career pathways 
available in security and offered advise to young 
professionals. The YMG arranged the first ‘Security 
Pathways: Security Careers Q&A Panel’.

The group was grateful to be joined by Kate Bright CSyP, Lee Sweeney CSyP 
MSyI and Marlon Grant for the panel,. as they discussed their experience and 
offered an inisght into both their current roles and what led them to where they 
currently are.

In the new year the YMG will be hosting more similar events, with an event on CV 
and Interview tips set for January.
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After the Bourgh Market attack in 2017 that left eight dead and nearly 50 injured, the 
London Ambulance Service medics were unable to access some casualties for over two 
hours.

But this is not the only time that emergency first aid had been delayed to victims of a 
terrorism. Manchester Arena bombing victims ‘felt abandoned’ by the emergency services, 
was a recent declaration made to the inquiry looking into the terror attack, with some 
victims bleeding for hours before their injuries were treated by emergency professionals.

The average response time for the ambulance service for a category one call involving a 
life-threatening incident is between 7 – 15 minutes. The average response time for the fire 
brigade is 8 minutes. So why then was there a delay of over two hours in dealing with some 
of the casualties in the Borough Market and Manchester Arena attacks?

The delay occurred because Operation Plato was enacted on both occasions. Op Plato is the 
tactic used by the security services when dealing with a Marauding Terrorist Attacks (MTAs). 
MTAs are fast-moving, violent attacks where assailants move through a location aiming to 
kill as many people as possible. Most deaths during such an incident occur within the first 
few minutes before police are able to respond and neutralise the perpetrators. 

When Op Plato is enacted, various protocols automatically come into play. One of these is 
that under a duty-of-care provision, only designated operators should be allowed into a HOT 
zone – an area where the attackers are thought to be at large. The operators in question 
are normally Counterterrorism Specialist Firearms Officers (CTSFOs) who’s primary objective 
would be to neutralise the threat so that the paramedics can then go about their business 
in safety. It is for this very reason, that casualties at Borough Market and Manchester Arena 
were denied in some instances, lifesaving attention.

MTAs are not a new phenomenon. They originated in the hight threat environments of Iraq 
and Afghanistan but then, they were known under a different name: The Complex Attack. 

The Taliban utilised the attack methodology in Afghanistan ruthlessly. The Complex used on 
a regular basis on both hard and soft targets to devastating effect.

The attack methodology would go something like this: the lead attacker wearing a suicide 
vest would blow themselves up at the main gate. The explosion created an opening that 
allowed the other attackers - also armed with suicide vests and automatic weapons - to rush 
in. The tactic was well rehearsed with military precision, the speed of the attack allowing 

Why are casualties left 
waiting for so long to receive 

emergency medical attention?

Approved Training Provider Insight:

By Richard Pendry MSyI, Pendry Risk Management
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very little time for organised defence. After overwhelming their pray, the perpetrators would 
then conduct room clearance; acting as executioners, showing no mercy to those they found.

The Complex was a real nightmare for major security managers in high threat environments. 
They were very much part of daily operations in Kabul, Baghdad, Mogadishu, Mosul and any 
other location where jihadi terrorists operate.

But this ferocious and bloody terror weapon is no longer the preserve of the Taliban and 
Al Qaeda. It has escaped the is war-torn countries of its birth and has become part of the 
arsenal of most jihadi terror groups including of course Islamic State. 

It was the tactic used during the 2008 Mumbai attack, where 10 terrorists went on a four-day 
kill ing spree that resulted in 175 deaths. It was used twice in Nairobi: 2019 with 21 deaths 
and 2013 at the Westgate shopping Mall with 75 deaths.

The complex or marauding terror attack as it has now become know, is a truly nightmare 
scenario. It is the archetypal terror tactic, that will spread fear amongst the target audience 
and leave a legacy of dread for generations. Luckily, we have not seen it ’s like in the UK. The 
closest that we’ve got to it was the Borough market attack. But the attackers armed with 
knives and fake suicide vests who initiated the attack by driving their van into pedestrians, 
were dispatched relatively quickly after armed police arrived on site a mere eight minutes 
after the kill ing frenzy had stared.

But France has not been so fortunate. In November 2015 four terrorist groups conducted 
a coordinated attack at locations in Paris. Beginning at 9:15 pm, three suicide bombers 
struck outside the Stade de France during an international football match. Another group 
of attackers then fired on crowded cafés and restaurants in Paris, with one of them also 
blowing himself up. A third group carried out another mass shooting and took hostages at 
the Bataclan theatre. The result of the extremely well planned and executed assault was 130 
dead and 416 injured.

The recent spate of terror attacks in the UK have been unsophisticated and have utilised 
readily available items as weapons: knives, vehicles, or both. That is why I am surprised that 
Op Plato was utilised so quickly for both the aforementioned incidents. 

When assessing the likelihood of the threat of an MTA we must always look at the 
capabilities and attack history of the terror groups. Since we’ve never had an MTA utilising 
small arms, the propensity to employ Op Plato so quickly means that a ‘better safe than 
sorry’ paradigm is being used by police commanders. That is not a criticism though. The 
commander on the ground gets to call it – totally understand that, I ’ve been in the situation 
myself. 

But this sends a clear message to those who must deal with the aftermath of a terror attack, 
that they could well be without emergency service support for a protracted period of time. 
In which case they will have to manage the situation themselves. 



The inquest to the Manchester Arena bombing; its observations 
and recommendations stand a very good chance of becoming 
law, and in doing so will have a huge implication for those 
who provide security. One of the major outcomes will be the 
introduction of legislation that will impose a legal obligation on 
organisations to consider the safety and security of their staff 
and the public who use their facilities. 

The new piece of legislation that started its journey as Martyn’s 
Law, championed by Figen Murray, the mother of one of the 
Manchester victims. It has now been renamed as UK Protect 
Duty and is due to be launched in March 2022. 

The contents of the new legislation are still  be finalised. But 
what is already clear is that there will be a greater onus on 
those responsible for providing security at Publicly Accessible 
Locations (PALs) - the new term given to ‘Crowded Places.’ 
UK Protect Duty will join the existing Health and Safety and 
Fire Safety Regulations to complete a holistic approach to 
safeguarding the British public.

Another thing to consider is the provision of emergency fist 
aid. The basic first aid course that most do for a ‘tick in the box’ 
will be of little use when dealing with the aftermath of a terror 
attack. Considering that the ratio of dead to wounded and the 
mortality in terrorist bombings has been reported to be higher 
than that following conventional military combat. 

As a security consultant I ’m always looking for opportunities, 
and the provision of first aid at a high level is defiantly one that 
is on the radar. I know may operators throughout my career that 
have invested in medical training and for most they’re never out 
of work. When I was a team leader in Iraq, I always had a medic 
in my team.

From speaking to fellow counterterrorism experts on the 
contents of UK Protect Duty, there is also going to be 
endorsements for and recognition of, those with higher 
emergency medical training. If you’re into blood, gore, and fixing 
people I can’t think of any better investment than a FREC 3 
course. 

These are fascinating times for the security industry. The 
shortage of qualified operators post lockdown has led to better 
wages and the new legislation will also give opportunities to 
individuals and organisations to learn new skills, raise their 
game, and make a name for themselves. But like everything, 
preparation and planning is key. 

About the author: 
Richard C Pendry MSyI is a security expert and author 
with 17 years’ experience of working in counterterrorism. 
His Counterterrorism Awareness Course (https://www.
pendrysecuritytraining.com/atp) is part of the Security Institute 
Approved Training Programme. Find out more here: https://
security-institute.org/atp/
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New Member Benefit:New Member Benefit:

 Interview360 Tool Launched Interview360 Tool Launched
Our Professional Development Platform 
has always been one of the most popular 
Security Institute member benefits, and 
we have just expanded the platform with 
the addition of a new Interview360 tool! 
 
As many members will know, the 
recruitment process is changing. Due 
to Covid, employers are increasingly 
using video interviews as part of their 
recruitment process. Although this was 
initially to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is 
likely here to stay, as it is convenient 
for many and allows hiring managers to 
sift through a wider pool of candidates 
in a short amount of time. 
 
 But whether you’re going for an 
interview online or in person, you will 
still  need to practise. Interview360 
includes a large and comprehensive 
library of the most commonly asked 
interview questions along with key points 
to help you answer every one of them. 
 
The Interview360 tool builds on the 
CV360 tool that we launched in 2020, 
which make tailored suggestions on how 
to improve your CV. The tool uses the 
latest AI technology employed by many 
recruiters to sift through CVs, helping you 
avoid common pitfalls that would prevent 
your application from proceeding further 
in the recruitment process. 
 
Now with Interview360, members can use 
the Professional Development Platform to 
better prepare for the next stage in the 
recruitment process after their CV has 
been successfully selected. 
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As part of the Interview360 tool, members can take an AI assessed mock video 
interview. The questions in this interview are automatically generated from a large 
and comprehensive library of the most common interview questions. The mock 
interview will follow a typical interview structure, with an opening question to kick 
the interview off and get you talking, followed by more detailed questions about 
you, your skills and experience and your knowledge of the organisation and role, 
and then finally a closing question to round off the interview. Each auto-generated 
interview will offer a different selection of questions to keep you on your toes.

Using AI technology, the tool can analyse your CV and ask questions based on 
what you’ve included - just like an interviewer. This is linked to the CV360 tool and 
can use the latest version you have uploaded, making it as easy as possible to go 
through your preparation process.
 
You can even tailor pick which types of questions you would like to tackle in 
the mock interview, whether that be Competency-based, Strengths-based  or 
behavioural. Alternatively, instead of the auto-generated interview, you can take 
a customised mock interview with specific questions that you pre-select yourself 
(great if you know that there is something the interviewer is bound to ask!).

Members can access the tool on the Professional Development Platform here: 
https://security-institute.careercentre.me/u/f1ezwsv7

Based on your performance in the mock interview, the Interview360 tool will 
suggest resources on the Professional Development Platform that can support you 
and help improve your interview techniques. Resources that members can currently 
use include:

• Communicating clearly in all types of interviews: https://security-institute.
careercentre.me/u/e3z0u0ij

• The what, why and how of researching employers: https://security-institute.
careercentre.me/u/80zcttyf

• Asking questions during interviews: https://security-institute.careercentre.me/u/
flxk1qed

Members may also find their next role on our Jobs Board: https://security-institute.org/
career/
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Professional Development PlatformProfessional Development Platform
Our online Professional Development Plat-
form brings a vast range of eLearning resourc-
es to the fingertips of our members, helping 
discover and develop essential career skills. 
Members have access to interactive courses 
on a broad spectrum of topics, as well as ex-
pert-advice videos and articles. The constant-
ly updated material ensures that all of our 
members are up to date with the latest em-
ployment trends, and are the best equipped 
to achieve their career aspirations. 

It is also important to note that using the plat-
form is a great way to acquire valuable free 
CPD Points.

Here are a few of the latest additions that you 
may find beneficial:

Our Latest Additions to theOur Latest Additions to the

Taking Control Of Your Career Post-
Pandemic
Regularly spending time to think about your career 
direction is key to ensuring you keep moving forward 
professionally. However, with the pandemic throwing us 
all into a time of change and uncertainty, you may have 
found that your career aspirations were scaled down 
to immediate concerns about job security and working 
arrangements.

This article, located on our Professional Development 
Platform, shares four key tips on how to get a fresh 
perspective of your career path. Each one designed to 
help guide you towards the career direction you truly 
want to pursue. While Covid-19 might have temporarily 
derailed your career ambitions, now is the time to look to 
the future. It ’s all about taking conscious action: if you’re 
willing to reflect and map out your path, then there’s no 
reason for you not to achieve all that you want.

As a Security Institute member you can find this article 
here: https://security-institute.careercentre.me/u/
vb6knb8h
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Coping With Seasonal Affective 
Disorder At Work
Does winter tend to negatively effect your mood? Have 
you been feeling more tired lately or are struggling 
to concentrate? If so, you may be suffering from 
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).

Commonly known as SAD or winter depression, 
Seasonal Affective Disorder is a type of depression 
that you may experience during particular seasons 
or times of year. Experienced by 1 in 3 people in the 
UK, it is usually associated with the changes we go 
through during the long winter months and can have 
a negative impact on all aspects of our lives, including 
work.

You will find this article on our Professional 
Development Platform. It guides you through how 
to spot the signs of Seasonal Affective Disorder and 
how to treat it effectively. It is important to note that 
help is out there, whether in the form of medical 
treatment, getting support at work or a friendly face 
to talk to. Moreover, you can help yourself by making 
your mental health a priority this winter and beyond.
Members can find this short article here: https://
security-institute.careercentre.me/u/eyqcqkuk

How To Find Career Mentors 
From All Walks Of Life
Finding a mentor is a great idea regardless 
of what stage of your career you are 
in. They can impart valuable knowledge 
and accelerate your career progression. 
But while one mentor can be beneficial, 
getting multiple ones to help with different 
development areas can be even better. This 
article on our Professional Development 
Platform explains why and how to find 
several mentors throughout your career.

It ’s important to remember that your goals 
and values will change over time, so keep 
reflecting on what it is you really want and 
thinking of who is best suited to help you 
with different parts of your journey. As long 
as you have a clear idea of where you want 
to go, you’ll find the people who can help get 
you there. 

Members can find this article here: https://
security-institute.careercentre.me/
u/5twk7hnv
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Traditionally coaching and mentoring have 
sometimes been viewed as tools that are 
used to help with career advancement, but 
that isn’t their only use. They can be used 
very effectively to support users in many 
other aspects of working life, including 
supporting well-being and mental health.

“A mentor empowers a person to see a 
possible future, and believe it can be 
obtained” – Shawn Hitchcock

This quote is a perfect example of how 
mentoring not only focuses on career 
progression but on a personal one too. 

As remote working and technological 
advances means that the line between 
work and home life becomes more 
blurred, more focus is being put on our 
well-being and mental health.

Mental health is something that we all have 
and it moves up and down along a spectrum 
from good to poor. Considering how much 
time we spend at work, it ’s not surprising that 
workplace environments and culture have a 
big impact on our mental health and wellbeing. 
As our stress levels rise our mental health can 
become impacted and our mental health can 
decline.

A Harvard Business Review survey of 140 
coaches who had been hired to coach company 
executives found that during the coaching 
sessions personal issues came up 76% of the 
time.

One of the tools that can be used to effectively 
support good mental health and well-being 
is coaching and mentoring. Health coaching 
is defined as a service in which providers 
facilitate participants in changing lifestyle-
related behaviours for improved health and 
quality of life, or establishing and attaining 
health promoting goals

Mentoring & Mental Health: 
How Coaching can improve 

wellbeing? 
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To perform at the highest level, you need to be able to understand your own 
thoughts, emotions and behaviours, it is therefore important to be aware of when 
we are becoming stressed and underperforming, what is causing the stress and 
what we need to do to reduce it. Coaching and mentoring can be key in helping to 
do this.

According to an article in the HR Director on Coaching and Well Being, a small-
scale study of coaching for headteachers in a challenging area of Bristol showed 
it had a huge impact on the confidence to manage self, others and change. Heads 
reported that they had better clarity and focus, were better able to prioritise, were 
more realistic about expectations of self and others, were better able to identify 
strategies to manage time, stress and the job overall and were calmer, happier, 
more relaxed and less worried.

The positive impact on personal health went hand in hand with professional impact, 
and leadership style. One commented “At my worst, I would not have been here 
without coaching support”.

A resilience and well-being coaching programme for staff undergoing a high-profile 
change in the NHS found that coaching was a useful self-help tool to manage a 
stressful working environment. Participants achieved what was described as a 
“transformational understanding” of their individual and team resilience at work. 
It enabled them to recognise that the change had the potential to deliver both the 
positive and negative impacts and that while some things were out of their control, 
much was still  within it. The result was that they remained engaged with delivering 
the change.

Where can you start? - The Institute’s Mentoring Platform
Institute members enjoy access to our Mentoring Platform as part of their member 
benefits, the platform is designed with all of this in mind. You are able to connect 
with like minded professionals, however each individual may be facing their own 
struggles. If we remove the focus of the platform being strictly being for career 
advancement, we can open the possibilities of just connecting with each other 
more personally. The benefits are for both the mentor and the mentee. For the 
mentor you may feel a sense of achievement in guiding another person in the right 
direction, of being a pillar of support, or in turn you may feel as if you needed to 
help yourself gain some perspective so by mentoring another professional you also 
find yourself back on the right mental health track. For the mentee you will find that 
you may feel a sense of understanding and direction, both things that are positive 
charges when dealing with your mental health. 

It is important to understand that you don’t need to be experiencing a mental 
health problem to start developing and working on your own well-being. This is an 
investment in you, which will ensure significant returns for you as an individual.



 Institute Community Security Community
Registration Open for the 
Security & Policing 2022 

Exhibition

Security & Policing, the official Government 
global security event, returns as a live event 
for its 40th anniversary between 15 - 17 
March 2022 at the Farnborough International 
Exhibition and Conference Centre.

Security & Policing presents the ideal setting 
to learn about the innovation, policies and 
equipment available to respond to the latest 
and future security challenges and threats.

This year Security & Policing will be centred 
around three core themes of Protecting 
People, Places and Prosperity.

Register to attend
Free visitor registration to attend Security & 
Policing 2022 is now open. Security & Policing 
2022 remains a closed event and all visitors 
are subject to Home Office approval.

Professional grade members of the Security 
Institute (Associates, Members and Fellows) are 
eligible to attend. Under ‘Sector Information’ 
select ‘Security and Resilience Professionals’ 
and then the category ‘Member of the Security 
Institute’. Please be advised that details 
of your application will be shared with the 
Security Institute for verification purposes.

Register here: https://www.securityandpolicing.
co.uk/



What can you expect at Security & Policing 2022?

An Extensive Exhibition of World-Class Suppliers

Explore over 320 exhibitors from across the supply chain, 
showcasing best-in-class security solutions and capabilities.

Exhibitors span across a breadth of products, services and 
capability categories. The Security Institute will be exhibiting, 
so please do swing by and say hello to the HQ team if you are 
planning on attending.

Keynote Briefings

A key benefit of participation in Security & Policing is to gain 
insight and help contribute to thinking and driving change in 
Government and Law Enforcement.

This year there will once again be an extensive programme of 
keynotes led senior UK Government officials, policing officials 
and industry speakers. The full schedule will be announced 
ahead of the event.

You can earn double CPD points for all briefings at Security and 
Policing, Find out more about our scheme here: 

Government Networking Zone & Centre Stage

Get access and exposure to senior decision makers and policy 
developers in Government via the dedicated Government 
Networking Zone where you can meet and engage with 
officials and operational staff from a range of UK Government 
departments and law enforcement agencies.

New for 2022, the Government Centre Stage located adjacent 
to the Government Networking Zone will give visitors and 
exhibitors the chance to hear directly from speakers from 
Government departments and agencies on their latest 
priorities, developments and collaboration opportunities.

The Fusion Forum

Returning by popular demand, the Fusion Forum is designed 
to promote new and integrated ways to delivering security 
solutions across government, industry and academia.

Deliberately designed to be accessible to all visitors and 
exhibitors alike and serving as our central ‘thought leadership’ 
hub at S&P, the Fusion Forum is a centrally located, interactive 
and accessible ‘theatre’ on the main exhibition floor.

Thought Leadership Panel & Security Dinner

The Security & Policing Thought Leadership Panel & Security Dinner 
provides attendees the opportunity to enjoy an evening of thought-
provoking discussion and networking with senior representatives 
from Government, Industry and Law Enforcement.

Held on the second evening of Security & Policing, guests can enjoy a 
networking reception and senior thought leadership panel discussion, 
followed by formal dinner and keynote speech.
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Our  Corporate Partners
Our Corporate 
Partners

BECOME A CORPORATE 
PARTNER OF BRITAINʼS
LEADING ORGANISATION 
FOR SECURITY 
PROFESSIONALS
Help us in our work to 
deliver quality to the sector, 
value to organisations and 
confidence to society

BENEFITS OF BECOMING A CORPORATE 
PARTNER OF THE SECURITY INSTITUTE

■  Use of the exclusive Corporate Partner logo on  
 your website and company stationary

■  Presentation of Corporate Partner certificate

■  Confirmation of your Corporate Partner status  
 added to the SyI membership and wider network

■  Inclusion in the Corporate Partner Showcase on  
 the SyI website, including dedicated space in the  
 Virtual Exhibition Area

■  Affiliate memberships and further discounts on  
 additional applications

■  Exclusive opportunity to take part in knowledge-
 generation and sharing activities and projects

■  Promotion at Security Institute events, and   
 discounts for bookings

■  Discounts on Security Institute Qualifications

■  Copies of bulletins, newsletters and press 
 information from the Security Institute

■  Advanced access to sponsorship and exhibition  
 opportunities

security-institute.orgLARGE  More than 250    Between 11-20   £2,800
  
MEDIUM 20-249     Between 6 - 10   £1,550

SMALL  Less than 20    Up to 5    £925

NUMBER FULFILLING A 
SECURITY ROLE

AFFILIATE MEMBERSHIPS 
AVAILABLE

ANNUAL FEE 
(INC VAT WHERE APPLICABLE)

security-institute.org

¹ When joining as a Corporate Partner partway through the calendar year, the Security Institute will pro-rata your fees for  
 the remainder of year 1.
2 Where the maximum number of affiliate memberships is taken, additional discounts on subsequent affiliate memberships  
 is available.
3  Where existing members retain their current level of membership, their annual fees will drop to £125 per person but  
 must be paid by the Corporate Partner
4  An individual code of conduct will apply to each applicant and each will be subject to verification by the SyI’s Validation  
 Board
5  The fee charged at each category of partnership is based on a standard CP fee of £250 (plus VAT). Affiliate memberships  
 are then charged at a standard rate of £125 (VAT exempt).

IF YOU AGREE WITH THESE STATEMENTS 
THEN CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP IS FOR 
YOUR ORGANISATION

■  We support the Professional Security Community

■  We are committed to professional excellence in  
 Security Practice

■  We stand committed to Continuing Professional  
 Development for all our security personnel

■  We support the development and 
 implementation of professional standards across  
 the security sector

■  We support the mission of the Security Institute  
 to ensure that security professionals are 
 recognised as being of equal standing to 
 professionals in all other categories within 
 modern organisations

I WANT TO BECOME A CORPORATE PARTNER, 
WHAT NEXT?
 
A Corporate Partnership application comprises;

■  Completed Corporate Partnership Application Form

■  Details of the proposed Affiliate Members

■  Payment of the appropriate fee – an invoice can be requested

The Security Institute will complete company checks and take up 
references, and may request further supporting information 
depending on the outcome of the background checks. 

Once completed, the Security Institute will confirm the Date of 
Appointment as a Corporate Partner, prepare a Certificate of 
Appointment and complete appointment activity. 

It is anticipated that the application process will take 6 – 8 weeks.
The proposed Affiliate Members will be reviewed by the Validation 
Board in line with standard operating procedure, and receive 
individual confirmation of membership.

WHAT CATEGORY OF CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP IS RIGHT FOR YOUR 
ORGANISATION?

There are three different levels of Partnership  - Large, Medium and Small, determined by the number of 
employees working in Security within your organisation. All will receive the same benefits from Corporate 
Partnership.

Corporate Partners have bundles of memberships included in their agreement with us. If a Corporate 
Partner already employs Security Institute Members of any grade, these can be included as part of the CP 
bundle – members will retain their existing grade of membership.  Every new person joining the Security 
Institute as part of a Corporate Partner bundle will be processed at the Affiliate level of individual mem-
bership. 

Each will receive correspondence confirming their Affiliate membership and access to a large range of 
member benefits offered by the Security Institute.

 

THE SECURITY INSTITUTE
1 The Courtyard, Caldecote,
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org
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Cyber  Updates

First-ever Cyber OSPAs winners announcedFirst-ever Cyber OSPAs winners announced
The winners of the first-ever Cyber 
Outstanding Security Performance 
Awards (Cyber OSPAs) were announced 
on Tuesday 14th December.

During a virtual awards ceremony 
representatives from across the 
cybersecurity sector tuned in live from 
around the world to celebrate the 
outstanding achievements of all this 
year’s finalists and winners.

Professor Martin Gill CSyP FSyI founder 
of the Cyber OSPAs hosted the awards 
ceremony with assistance from judges 
and sponsors.

The Security Institute has been a longtime support of the UK OSPAs, and are happy 
to be a supporter of the Cyber OSPAs. The UK OSPAs will be held on Thursday, 
24th February 2022.at the Royal Lancaster Hotel in London. You can book to attend 
here: https://uk.theospas.com/attend/

In his opening address, Gill noted surprise by the amazingly high level of response 
received – especially in the first year and thanked all those who had made the 
inaugural awards such huge success.

The panel of judges were nominated by the leading cyber security associations 
from around the world – all of whom marked to a published ethics policy – had no 
easy task in reviewing the many nominations and selecting the winners.  Entries 
were received from countries as diverse as Australia, Belgium, Egypt, Germany, 
India, Ireland, Malaysia, Romania, USA, UAE and the UK.



The awards were presented in 11 categories to a deserving array of organisations 
and individuals.

The 2021 winners of the Cyber OSPAs are as follows:

• Outstanding Chief Information Security Officer : Glen Hymers – Save The 
Children International

• Outstanding Cyber Security Professional: Anna B – AWE

• Outstanding Cyber Security Team: Marken Information Security Team

• Outstanding Cyber Security Consultant: Peter Yapp – Schillings International

• Outstanding Customer Service Initiative: iSTORM® Privacy – Security – 
Pentesting

• Outstanding Cyber Security Training/Awareness Initiative: NPCC National 
Cybercrime Programme

• Outstanding Cyber Security Partnership: North East Business Resilience Centre

• Outstanding Young Cyber Security Professional: Sarah Norman-Clarke – 
Department for Transport

• Outstanding New Cyber Security Product: Deduce Customer Alerts – Deduce

• Lifetime Achievement: Dr. Robert (Bob) Nowill



Chartered Security Professionals

After a dynamic year of recruitment, the Register of Chartered Security Professionals held their delayed annual 
celebratory dinner on 27th September at the historic St. Ermin’s Hotel, attended by over 80 CSyPs and their 
guests and hosted by Lord Carlile of Berriew CBE QC.

Not only was it a celebration of the new Chartered Security Professionals admitted since April 2020, but there 
was also special recognition as the Register has been in existence for ten successful years. Paying tribute to 
this, Lord Carlile referred to its continuing success and to the impact Chartered Security Professionals, both 
as individuals and as a dynamic professional register, are making. The original Project Teams and Working 
Groups had done their jobs well, he said, as the standards remained relevant and correct ten years after 
launch. As a mark of recognition, Baroness Henig of Lancaster CBE DL the current Chair of the Registration 
Authority who was unable to attend in person, had issued special 10-year commemorative certificates and 
lapel pins which were presented to Mike Bluestone CSyP, David Gill CSyP, Angus Darroch-Warren CSyP, Garry 
Evanson CSyP and Kevin Blythe CSyP.

Guests attending included three returning Sponsors – Dallmeier electronic UK, Nineteen Events and 
Bidvest Noonan – and new sponsor the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals. Also attending were 
representatives of the three organisations that collaborate to drive awareness of the highest standards 
represented by those who are chartered - each actively continue to contribute to the Register’s success – 
namely the Worshipful Company of Security Professionals, the Security Institute and ASIS UK Chapter 208.
The guest speaker for the evening was Deputy Chief Constable Jane Gyford of Cambridgeshire Constabulary, 
who spoke on the growth of professionalism in policing and security, paying tribute to the commitment of 
the Register to encourage applications from under-represented groups in order to provide a better, more 
rounded, diverse and inclusive standard for all.

The Ever-Progressing Path to 
Professionalism of the Security 
Industry



Statistics & new Chartered Security Professionals
Since its launch in 2011 there have been 381 applications with 
226 being successfully admitted. Whilst the majority are based 
in the UK, there are now also CSyPs in Czechia, Albania, 
Australia, Canada, China, Cote d’Ivoire, France, Hong Kong, 
New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Panama, Romania, 
Saudi Arabia, Spain, Switzerland, The Netherlands, the 
UAE and the USA.

Before the start of the formal dinner, 34 new CSyPs 
were presented with their certificates of admittance 
on the magnificent grand staircase of the hotel by Lord 
Carlile of Berriew CBE QC, Patron of the Register of 
Chartered Security Professionals. As ever there was an 
amazing atmosphere, and the sheer variety, influence and 
reach of the 2020/21 cohort was astonishing, representing 
UK Government departments and the armed forces, and 
companies including Associated British Ports, National Nuclear 
Laboratory, Sodexo, Sky News, PwC, and a myriad of highly qualified 
independent security consultants and security service providers. 

During the dinner, Don Randall MBE CSyP presented Di Thomas Hon FSyI with a commemorative plaque on 
behalf of the Register. Di has been the RCSP Administration Manager since its inception and stepped down 
from this role at the end of October. 

New Conference launched
Earlier in the afternoon, CSyPs had held a Conference to debate how best to develop career pathways to 
encourage diversity in the security industry from cradle to grave. Conference compere Rick Mounfield CSyP 
invited a specially selected panel comprising Paul Barnard CSyP, Enyioma Annaba, Dawn Holmes CSyP, Garry 
Evanson CSyP and Mahbubul Islam CSyP to share their own experiences. After this, the newly appointed CEO of 
the UK Cyber Security Council, Simon Hepburn, talked about his approach to providing equal opportunities for 
career progression. Both sessions led to lively roundtable debates and ideas to support future development, 
the conference itself providing an opportunity for CSyPs to catch up with each other at long last, whilst paving 
the way for further discussion and action.

with thanks to our sponsors



Chartered Security Professionals





Chartered Security Professionals
First ever CSyP Female Networking

Event launched 

with thanks to our Event Partner  Esoteric and 
our sponsors
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Register of Chartered Security Professionals 

Reza Salari CSyP MSyI - Pacific Life Re 

 

• Time-zone friendly workshops 

• Small, interactive sessions 

• Learn about the application process 

• Understand the 5 competencies 

• Hear practice questions 

 

 

• Understand what you should and 
shouldn’t put on your Application Form 

• Meet Interview Assessors 

• Meet the Application Team 

• Achieve 3 CPD Points 

• Reach the GOLD STANDARD  

Ready to Go For Gold in 2022 ? 
           Join our free CSyP Application Workshops for UK and  

International Security Professionals  

JANUARY 
6th Jan 2.30pm GMT  

UK based Professionals 

 

20th Jan 5pm GMT 

Americas based               
Professionals 

FEBRUARY 
3rd Feb 2.30pm GMT  

UK based Professionals 

 

17th Feb 8am GMT 

ASPAC/Australasia based 
Professionals 

MARCH 
3rd March 2.30pm GMT  

UK based Professionals 

 

17th March 5pm GMT  

Americas based               
Professionals 

“Being recognised as a Chartered Security Professional 
demonstrates that you belong to a select group of people, who 
are all striving for security to be acknowledged and respected 
as a profession in its own right”. 

“This certification is important to me as it evidences years 
of strategic experience in a tangible way and opens the 
door for more cybersecurity experts to consider the 
Register, which can only make it more valuable.” 

wwwwww..cchhaarrtteerreeddsseeccuurriittyypprrooffeessssiioonnaall..oorrgg  

The Register of Chartered Security Professionals - 
the Gold Standard in Security Practice 

 BOOK NOW 

Paul Wood CSyP FSyI - Emerging Risks Global 

On December 1st, we held our first-ever CSyP 
Female Networking event at a prestigious 
venue in central London.

The aim was to have a group consisting of 
accredited CSyPs to explain their experiences 
and, what the CSyP means to them. People 
who are ready to start thinking about taking 
on the application, who want practical hints 
on the process and others starting out 
in the industry to get a good networking 
opportunity, but also to help them start to 
think about their own pathway and how they 
can work on this journey to CSyP and the 
“Gold Standard” that it represents.

2 of the original CSyPs from 10 years ago, Emma 
Shaw CSyP FSyI and Mike O’Neil CSyP FSyI, 
provided an insight into what has changed in the 
industry in the last 10 years and how standards 
have improved. Mike also shared his experiences 
as a CSyP mentor and Interviewer, providing useful information on the process.

We are hoping to do more events like this in the future, so please watch this space. A big 
thank you to Dawn Holmes CSyP for her efforts organising this fantastic event! 
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Upcoming Events

esotericltd.com

Esoteric provides Espionage Awareness Briefings from as little as £499.  
 
Want to find out more about Esoteric and how we can protect your business? Get in touch today.

Esoteric Ltd UK 
The Links Business Centre, Old Woking Road 
Old Woking, Surrey, GU22 8BF
+44 (0)1483 740 423  |  mail@esotericltd.com

UAE
PO Box 338594
Dubai
+971 56 3899 432  |  mail@esoteric.ae

Does Your Team Need Educating 
About The Espionage Threat?
As the saying goes, forewarned is forearmed.   
 
You may think that espionage is not something you can predict, so how can you get advance warning of an espionage 
attack and be prepared to fight it? 

But the simple fact is that espionage is an everyday occurrence. While some industries are more at risk than others, such 
as Critical National Infrastructure and Legal, if you have something of value to an adversary then they will try to obtain it. 

An Espionage Awareness Briefing from Esoteric educates teams about what the threat represents, how common it 
actually is, the impact on all parties and how to practically mitigate it. Each one-hour briefing can be fully customised 
to your organisation and industry, conducted virtually or in-person and can be delivered as a recording to future-proof 
changes in the workforce. 

Follow us at:  esoteric-ltd  @Esotericltd
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Meet & Greet
Thursday 20th January 2022
Time: 5pm onwards
The Bulls Head, Leicester Forest West, Hinckley 
Road, Leicester Forest West, LE9 9JEDoggett’s Coat & 
Badge, 1 Blackfriars Bridge, London, SE1 9UD

Calling all members in the Leicestershire area! If 
you’re around on Thursday 20th January, come and 
join the HQ team for a drink! This is a perfect way to 
meet other members in your local area.  

Please feel free to join us all, grab a pint and to 
introduce yourself and meet with some of our other 
members.Feel free to bring a colleague too - the 
more the merrier (maybe not literally!). 

Book here: https://event.bookitbee.
com/37082/200122-meet-greet-leicester

Meet & Greet
Tuesday 25th January 2022
Time: 5pm onwards
The Euston Flyer, Euston Road (83-87 Euston Road, 
London)

Calling all members in the London area! If you’re 
around on Tuesday 25th January, please  come and 
join the HQ team for a drink! This is a perfect way to 
meet other members in your local area. 

Please feel free to join us all, grab a pint and to 
introduce yourself and meet with some of our other 
members.

Book here: https://event.bookitbee.
com/37121/250122-meet-greet-london

Book with Confidence! Should any event be canceled all 
bookings will be refunded



esotericltd.com

Esoteric provides Espionage Awareness Briefings from as little as £499.  
 
Want to find out more about Esoteric and how we can protect your business? Get in touch today.

Esoteric Ltd UK 
The Links Business Centre, Old Woking Road 
Old Woking, Surrey, GU22 8BF
+44 (0)1483 740 423  |  mail@esotericltd.com

UAE
PO Box 338594
Dubai
+971 56 3899 432  |  mail@esoteric.ae

Does Your Team Need Educating 
About The Espionage Threat?
As the saying goes, forewarned is forearmed.   
 
You may think that espionage is not something you can predict, so how can you get advance warning of an espionage 
attack and be prepared to fight it? 

But the simple fact is that espionage is an everyday occurrence. While some industries are more at risk than others, such 
as Critical National Infrastructure and Legal, if you have something of value to an adversary then they will try to obtain it. 

An Espionage Awareness Briefing from Esoteric educates teams about what the threat represents, how common it 
actually is, the impact on all parties and how to practically mitigate it. Each one-hour briefing can be fully customised 
to your organisation and industry, conducted virtually or in-person and can be delivered as a recording to future-proof 
changes in the workforce. 

Follow us at:  esoteric-ltd  @Esotericltd

Other Upcoming Events
Industry events, exhibitions and conferences to keep noted

Date Event Place

16th – 18th  January Intersec Dubai

17th February ST22 Birmingham

24th February OSPAs London

15th – 17th March Security & Policing Farnborough

17th – 18th March ST22 London

5th – 7th April Security Event Birmingham

26th April ST22 Glasgow

12th May CREST CON London

17th – 19th May IFSEC ExCel, London



The Security Institute is 
the largest membership 
organisation for security 
professionals in the UK, 
with members from all
over the world. We 
promote standards, 
develop and endorse 
education across the 
sector and provide 
a rich membership 
experience.

 WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU

Membership of the Security Institute 
bestows credibility, enhances career 
prospects, provides a valuable network 
of excellent contacts, offers mentoring, 
runs a comprehensive continuing 
professional development (CPD) scheme 
to recognise your efforts in maintaining 
and adding to your skills base; and 
fantastic networking opportunities.

1 The Courtyard, Caldecote, 
Warks, CV10 0AS
024 7634 6464
info@security-institute.org
www.security-institute.org

 HOW TO JOIN THE SECURITY INSTITUTE

Visit our website at www.security-institute.org or contact paula@security-institute.org for an application
pack. She can also review your CV to give you hints and tips for a better application.

Membership is awarded on a points basis, based on your experience and any security-related education or
training undertaken. Anyone who works in a role in security and wishes to develop a career in security can 
join, including students. Once a member, you can work your way up through our membership grades as 
your experience grows. 

We also offer Group Membership – please speak to Paula to learn more about this.

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS AND FEES

There is a £95 one-off application fee payable by everyone applying to join (students are exempt).

Student

Affiliate

Associate

Member

Fellow

For anyone studying for a qualification in security

For anyone just starting on their career path in security or who has 
an active interest in the field of security and wishes to take part in 

the Institute’s activities.

Professional grade of membership for those with some experience
in the security profession and/or security qualifications.

Standard Route: 4 – 20 points and minimum of 3 years general 
security experience ; or -

 Fast-Track Route 1: SyI Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma in 
Security Management, or other security-related qualification at

Level 5 Diploma or above
Fast-Track Route 2: Security related qualification at Level 3 or above 

and a minimum of 3 years general security experience.

Professional grade of membership for those with considerable
experience/qualifications in the security profession.

Standard Route: 21-60 points including a minimum of 5 years general 
security experience ; or -

Fast-Track Route: SyI Diploma or Advanced Diploma or other
security-related qualification at Level 5 Diploma or above

Not applicable for new members.
Fellows must have been a current member at Member level and 
must have completed CPD, both for a minimum period of 2 years 
immediately prior to application. To work your way up to Fellow 

level, a minimum of 61 points will also be required.

MEMBERSHIP            POST                                                     APPLICABILITY                                               ANNUAL 
    GRADE NOMINAL                                                   CRITERIA   FEE

/company/the-security-institute/  
@SyInstitute  
@thesecurityinstitute  
Security Institute

*Students on the Institute’s Distance Learning Programme qualify for free student membership. Other universities vary – please enquire.

JOIN US
RESPECTED | RECOGNISED | PROFESSIONAL 

security-institute.org

 KEY BENEFITS OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP
£50 *

£125

£145

£170

£195

n/a

n/a

ASyI

MSyI

FSyI

■ Benchmark your training qualifications and 
leverage your experience

■ The value of your membership is recognised by 
employers and universities

■ Exchange experience with other members at
our networking events

■ Enjoy access to job opportunities and our online 
careers services

■ Gain valuable insights by being involved in our 
mentoring programme, whatever your career 
stage

■ Connect and learn from other professionals on our 
Community Platform

■ Access to our Professional Development 
Platform, providing tools to support your career 
development

■ Access to accredited and employer recognised 
qualifications in security management

■ Enjoy member-only discounts

■ Institute Quarterly magazine with exclusive
offers and weekly eNews updates

■ Members-only Linked-In Group

■ Continuing Professional Development that 
evidences your professionalism

■ Membership to the London Chamber of Commerce

■ Participation in a genuinely supportive community


